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Director’s Message
As I write this we are enjoying, or
perhaps enduring is a better word,
a cold, wet February day. It seems
odd to be writing about the spring
and summer in this context, but
there you are. As Director and
CEO I always seem to be thinking
about the future, planning for
what’s next rather than enjoying
what we collectively have achieved.
Before I jump back into the future
tense then, let me take a moment to
say how thrilled I am with the way
that 2012 has begun for the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia. Despite
Ray Cronin, Director & CEO, Art
our ever present fiscal uncertainty,
Gallery of Nova Scotia, Photo by
we are well on track for one of our
Steve Farmer
best years ever in terms of private
and corporate financial support for your AGNS. Our acquisitions program
is strong, our exhibitions continue to be engaging and enlightening, and
our education and outreach programs continue to enhance the experience
of the gallery and its collections. I would like to acknowledge the hard work
and enthusiasm of all our volunteers who join with the gallery’s dedicated
staff to achieve such consistent and admirable results.

Dropping the Mooring by Jack Gray, 25 x 40”
SOLD for $42,000 Chester July 31 st 2011

21st Annual Chester Auction
Saturday August 4th • Chester Nova Scotia
With paintings by Joe Norris, Maud Lewis, Mabel Day, John Cook, Joseph Purcell, Earl Bailly,
Canadian, American & European artists, Inuit carvings & stone cuts

Sleigh Ride in the Moonlight by Joe Norris, 24 x 30”

Harvesters by George Cole 20 x 30”

Still accepting works of art, jewelry, sterling silver and antique furniture for the auction

www.crowther-brayley.com

(902) 423-3226

And now, it’s time to get back to the future. This spring we will be opening
several new exhibitions that I trust will be of great interest to our members
and to the community. In Halifax we will be featuring several changing
exhibitions over the spring and summer, along with some updating and
refreshing in our Permanent Collection galleries. In Gallery One we will
be mounting the large-scale exhibition Skin: the seduction of surface which
combines loans and works from our Permanent Collection to explore ideas
of place, race, religion, fragility, identity and sexuality, all of which are
probed through physical and conceptual ideas of skin. In our Manning
Gallery we will present an exhibition of the work of New York artist (and
Chester summer resident) Elizabeth Enders, highlighting her abstract
paintings and drawings made in response to Nova Scotia’s land and sea. Our
Zwicker Gallery will feature two major new acquisitions, made possible
with a generous donation from BMO Financial Group. Black and White
Faggot, a major installation and series of paintings by acclaimed Canadian
artist Attila Richard Lukacs will inhabit one half of the Zwicker, while
the remainder will feature a selection of video work by Governor General’s
Award winning artist (and Nova Scotian by choice) Tom Sherman, part
of a video retrospective acquired by AGNS. In the Oyler Gallery you will
see an exhibition of works by early women artists of Nova Scotia, and our
Lloyd and Jean Shaw Gallery will feature a retrospective exhibition of
noted ceramist Roman Bartkiw. Our fourth floor galleries will feature a
new exhibition by Maliseet artist Ned Bear, Mosom Maskwa - Pawakan
(Grandfather Bear - Spirit-Guides). These exhibitions and more will be
featured in this issue of the Journal.
We will be continuing our folk art focus at AGNS Yarmouth with our
Permanent Collection exhibition of Nova Scotia folk art in our main
gallery. We will also be refreshing the second floor exhibitions, including
an exhibition of photographs of Nova Scotia-born artist Jennifer Crane
that have recently come into our Permanent Collection.

We will be continuing our revamping of our members openings, following
on the heels of our exciting “Four Show” extravaganza in February, and
our exclusive Skin opening party in May. This spring will also see the third
iteration of what is fast becoming one of the social events of the year in
Halifax, the AGNS fundraising gala, Carnivale. We have a dynamic and
committed group of volunteers working on this important fundraiser,
under the leadership of the event’s chair, Rob Sobey. I am confident that
it will be our most successful gala ever and I urge you to buy your tickets
while there are still some to be had. We also will be partnering with
Bonham’s Auction House again this year for a special appraisal event at
the gallery. You’ll find more information about it and about Carnivale in
this issue of the AGNS Journal.
2012 is shaping up to be a successful one as well with a series of new
partnerships to support the gallery’s activities. Partners like Canaccord
Wealth Management, Telus and BMO Financial Group are joining with the
gallery to support our education, public programming and visitor service
initiatives. You will see significant changes at the gallery in the coming
months. For instance, thanks to Canaccord Wealth Management, school
tours led by our docents will now be free-of-charge to Nova Scotia students.
Telus has come on board to sponsor our Family Sundays and Children’s
Festival. And, in addition to their generous support of our acquisitions
program, BMO Financial Group is sponsoring our free Thursday evenings
and an enhanced public programming focus to animate that evening. I look
forward to the evolution of these partnerships and acknowledge the strong
sense of corporate social responsibility that these important sponsorships
represent. I also look forward to new announcements of new partnerships.
This spring will also see changes at the AGNS Board table. Finance
Committee chair Paul Bradley and Acquisition Committee chair Shirlee
Medjuck have completed their six years on the Board and are retiring in
June. Ann Petley-Jones, has recently moved to Bermuda to be the CEO
of Link Bermuda and has tendered her resignation due to her other
commitments. I would like to acknowledge the time and effort that all
these volunteers have given to the gallery over the years and thank them
on behalf of our staff and you, our members. I also have the happy task of
welcoming three new members to our Board of Governors: Wendy Lill,
Gracie Southwell, and Barry Mosher. You will find profiles of each of these
new members later on in this Journal.
Finally, AGNS is embarking on a five-year strategic planning process to
enhance the feasibility study we have undertaken, and to better position
the gallery for its potential futures. I hope that all of you reading this have
taken the time to complete our on-line survey that you would have received
in your March member’s e-newsletter. We also held public consultations
in Halifax and Yarmouth in May. Your participation in this process is
important and valued. The aspirations that our members and stakeholders
hold for the gallery will be a key foundation of our new five-year plan.
Thank-you for your support in the past, and for the support I hope we
can anticipate in the future. I look forward to seeing you, our members,
your friends and families here in your Art Gallery of Nova Scotia over this
coming spring and summer.
Ray Cronin
Director and CEO

We are also touring our exhibitions to other parts of Canada and beyond.
This winter and spring Arena has been featured in Kitchener-Waterloo
and our exhibition Jacques Hurtubise will open in Joliette, Quebec. David
Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East opened in Charlottetown in
March and then travels to Pasadena, California in July.
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Volunteers have power, and this exhibition, Skin: the seduction of
surface, is the direct result of volunteer activism. A few years ago
I gave a vault tour to a group of Young Patrons Circle members,
a group of motivated young professionals with the good sense
to think that the Gallery is the kind of place to which they
should devote their time and talents in their precious off-hours.
During the tour I pulled out a few choice paintings and spoke
briefly about them, about our collection mandate as well as our
exhibition mandate to build shows from the Permanent Collection.
In that conversation I mentioned that one of the works had been
part of an imagined exhibition titled SKIN, which had been put
together, on paper, my first year on the job, but which never saw
the light of day.
Now, exhibitions can get pulled from the schedule for many
reasons, and for one of those many reasons, this exhibition didn’t
make it out of the vaults and onto the floor. However, one of the
volunteers on that tour, Bessy Nikolaou, was insistent: this show
needed to be mounted. In my memory she said something like,
“this is the kind of show I’d like to see, and the kind of show The
Circle should get behind.” She managed to convince me that the
exhibition was worth revisiting and did so with a level of pragmatic
passion that I began to see the exhibition in a new way. With the
support of the Circle members I felt new air breathed into the
project. I am indebted to them for this.
Revisiting the project meant I took a fresh look at the works on
my first list and realized that the notion of Skin, with its many
meanings and subtexts, had wider-ranging opportunities. The
works included in the exhibition opening May 18 are drawn from
the Permanent Collection of the AGNS as well as from private
and public collections. The exhibition will also feature works by a
number of artists invited to participate in the exhibition.

Jana Sterbak, Vanitas: Flesh Dress for an Albino Anorectic, 1987, sculpture, 158.12 x 41.91 x 30.16 cm, 2/2 [Walker Art Center], Minneapolis, T.B. Walker Acquisition Fund, 1993

Jana Sterbak’s Vanitas: Flesh Dress for an Albino Anorectic is a
profoundly moving artwork. Sewn together from 50 pounds of
raw flank steak, this “meat dress” hangs on a dress form. The
raw meat is heavily salted and, over the course of the exhibition,
cures and dries out. This process alters the appearance of the
meat, going from bright red, bloody, slick and shiny on the first
day of the exhibition, to brown, brittle, and even gray at its end.
The salting process ensures its preservation, but not its freshness.
I am fascinated by the obvious inferences one can draw from this
work- the flesh laid bare, we are all consumable. Sterbak’s work
reveals much about the tensions in society and, as the dress is
made for a female form, it speaks loudly of the precarious place

women continue to hold in society. We may have come a long
way, baby, but we’re still meat on a hook. The beauty of such a
naked (if you will) work is that it repels as it compels.
Sarah Maloney’s take on skin has been in the works for the past ten
years. Maloney has painstakingly stitched hundreds of thousands
of beads together to form a human-scaled skin. Breasts, bum,
fingers and toes are all there, in shiny glass and thread. In its
creation, the work is a powerful metaphor of the body’s work
during pregnancy. Maloney’s assemblage of the individual beads
evokes the cellular structure, the formation of body, and protective
covering. This skin could be armour, it could be protective but it
has no give, no way of being donned. Limp, impenetrable, her
beaded skin provides a pithy foil to Sterbak’s flayed flesh dress.
Maloney’s Skin hangs as a skin shed, a remnant of a body no
longer present.
Emily Falencki’s memorial portraits of missing persons give voice
to grief and question society’s all-too-hard shell. Felencki finds
her source material in newspapers, on the internet or on posters
around her neighborhood. The images are so often repeated
they can become invisible to those who would see them. Using
traditional (read time consuming) painting techniques including
layers of rabbit skin glue and hand sanding, Falencki commits
to giving meaning to those faces, painting their likeness, and
demanding attention for those less close and far from home.
Works in this show will allow discussion about race, gender,
sensuality, fragility and strength. Written, decorative or disfiguring
elements such as tattoos, makeup or scars feature on human,
animal and abstracted skins. Land and sea have their own skin
and are interpreted by artists herein. The surface begs to be
scratched, and I invite you to join in.
Sarah Fillmore
Chief Curator
Featured artists: Jana Sterbak, Attila Richard Lukacs, Kent Monkman,
Vito Acconcci, Shary Boyle, David R. Harper, Cora Cluett, Emily vey Duke
and Cooper Battersby, Emily Falencki, Till Friewald, Alexandra Flood,
Janice Wright Cheney, Sarah Maloney, Mitch Mitchell, Doug Guilford,
Kathleen Sellers, Marion Wagschal, Colleen Wolstenholme.
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Emily Falencki, chechnya, 2005, oil on homemade gesso on plywood, 60.7 x 50.5 cm,
collection of the artist

Sarah Maloney, Skin (detail), 2011, glass beads and thread, collection of the artist

Janice Wright Cheney, Widow (walking), 2012, wool, cochineal dye, velvet, taxidermy form, pins and wood, the artist gratefully acknowledges
the support of the New Brunswick Arts Board, photo: Jeff Crawford
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David R. Harper, Stewed, Screwed and Tattooed, 2007, embroidered
cotton on goat hide, 92 x 62 cm, purchased with funds provided
by the Fred

Kent Monkman, Dream Catcher Bra, 2010, wood, feathers, glass, turquoise, beads, copper trim mounted on
archival paper in a maple wood Shadow box frame, AP, 68.5 x 75.5 cm, collection of Bernard Doucet and Leo
Fiorillo, Halifax/Hamilton
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2012 10 YEAR
In November 2001 I was invited to a meeting that would change the way the
AGNS saw itself, and how we were seen by the rest of the country. Bernard
Riordon, then Director of the AGNS, asked me to meet with Pierre Théberge,
then director of the National Gallery of Canada, Donald Sobey and Heather
Sobey-Connors, both representing the Sobey Art Foundation. The subject
was creating a new art prize for a Canadian artist under the age of 40.
That conversation led to the creation of the Sobey Art Award, and to the
first Sobey exhibition in the fall of 2002. Originally a biennial award, with a
winner receiving $50,000 and a runner-up receiving $15,000, the first plans
didn’t even include an exhibition. The inaugural jury, drawn from major art
galleries across Canada, suggested that an exhibition of the artist’s work at
our first meeting and the Sobey Art Foundation graciously agreed to fund
that component. The 2002 award exhibition featured the work of five artists
from across Canada: Colleen Wolstenholme (Atlantic), Jean-Pierre Gauthier
(Quebec), Marla Hladey (Ontario), David Hoffos (Prairies and the North),
and Brian Jungen (West Coast). That inaugural exhibition was held in our
exhibition gallery on the fourth floor of Gallery North, and at an opening
gala reception Brian Jungen was announced as the winner of the first Sobey
Art Award.
As the award was a biennial, we had more time to plan the 2004 award,
although we did take a version of the 2002 show to Toronto to the Museum
of Contemporary Canadian Art in 2003. The 2004 award was notable
because it was the only time that the Sobey Art Award exhibition toured
the country. We partnered with Scotiabank to make the tour possible and
after the award show’s run in Halifax in the autumn of 2004, the exhibition
toured to Toronto, Regina, Victoria and White Horse. That year the Sobey
finalists were Althea Thauberger (West Coast), Marcel Dzama (Prairies and
the North), Germaine Koh (Ontario), Jean-Pierre Gauthier (Quebec) and
Greg Forrest (Atlantic). There was no runner up in 2004, or thereafter. The
winner was Jean-Pierre Gauthier.
Change, so long as it benefits the award and its mandate to support Canadian
artists, has always been part of the Sobey Art Award. In 2006 we made our
biggest change to date, moving the award from a biennial to an annual event.
A related change was to stop the touring of the award and instead move the
award exhibition and gala venue every second year – that is, the award which
is based in Halifax, will always be hosted by the AGNS every second year,
with another Canadian city and gallery playing host in the intervening years.
The first “away” venue was the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. That year
the shortlist featured Mathew Reichertz (Atlantic), BGL (Quebec), Janice

Kerbel (Ontario), Annie Pootoogook (Prairies and the
North), and Stephen Shearer (West Coast), with the 2006
Sobey Art Award going to Annie Pootoogook.
In 2007 the Award was back in Halifax, with a shortlist
made up Ron Terada (West Coast), Rachele ViaderKnowles (Prairies and the North), Shary Boyle (Ontario),
Michel de Broin (Quebec) and Jean-Denis Boudreau
(Atlantic). That year’s winner was Michel de Broin.
We took the award to Toronto in 2008, with a partnership
with the Royal Ontario Museum. That award featured a
shortlist made up of Mario Doucette (Atlantic), Raphaelle
de Groot (Quebec), Terence Koh (Ontario), Daniel Barrow
(Prairies and the North) and Tim Lee (West Coast and
Yukon), who was the eventual winner.
2008 also marked the latest change in the Sobey Art
Award, with the introduction of a $5,000 prize for each
of the artists on the shortlist who did not win the award.
This raised the total prize money for the Sobey to $70,000.
The 2008 Award also saw other changes. I had been named
acting director of the AGNS so stepped down as curator of
the award, and chair of the jury, a position I had held since
2002. Stephane Aquin, who had been the Quebec juror in
2004 and 2006 became panel chair, and Sarah Fillmore,
who had followed Svava Juliusson and then Eleanor
King as the award’s coordinator, became the Curator of
the Sobey Art Award. Sarah remains curator and in the
subsequent years has also chaired the jury.
In 2009 the award was again back in Halifax, with a
shortlist made up of Luanne Martineau (West Coast and
Yukon), Marcel Dzama (Prairies and the North), Shary
Boyle (Ontario), David Altmejd (Quebec), and Graeme
Patterson (Atlantic). The winner was David Altmejd.
2009 saw a new innovation in the award process, with
the Ontario juror, Ivan Jurakic from the Cambridge
Galleries, opting to mount an exhibition in his gallery of
the Ontario longlist.
In 2010 the award was back in Montreal, this time hosted
by the Musée d’art contemporain. That year’s shortlist
included Emily Vey Duke and Cooper Battersby (Atlantic),
Patrick Bernatchez (Quebec), Brendan Fernandes
(Ontario), Daniel Barrow (Prairies and the North) and
Brendan Lee Satish Tang (West Coast and Yukon). Daniel
Barrow won the 2010 Sobey Art Award.
In 2010 there were two regional shortlist exhibitions, in
Montreal at the Musée d’art contemporain and in Halifax
at the AGNS.
2011 was a Halifax year, and its shortlist featured some
significant firsts. Zeke Moores, who represented Atlantic
Canada, was the first Newfoundlander on the Sobey
shortlist, and Charles Stankewitch, who represented the
West Coast, was also the first ever Yukon resident on the

shortlist. The list was rounded out by Manon de Pauw
(Quebec), Christian Giroux and Daniel Young (Ontario),
and Sarah Anne Johnson (Prairies and the North). The
award was won by Christian Giroux and Daniel Young.
The first ten years of the Sobey Art Award have been
incredibly rewarding for the AGNS and, we hope, for
the Canadian art scene in general. We have gone from
the “little award that could,” to “Canada’s Turner Prize,”
in what really is a very short time. None of it would have
been possible without the ongoing support and trust of the
Sobey Art Foundation, the tireless efforts of the entire staff
of the AGNS, the dedication of the juries, and the patience
and generosity of the hundreds of artists who have been
part of the process over the past decade.
Since its inception in 2002, the Sobey Art Award has been
one of the most important programs of the Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia. It has been instrumental in cementing
the gallery’s role as an important centre for contemporary
Canadian art, and each year the exhibition is a highly
anticipated burst of contemporary art activity, whether in
Halifax or another part of Canada.
The Sobey family created this award to spark discussion
about contemporary art amongst the Canadian public, and
I believe that their vision continues to resonate. Excitement
about contemporary art need not be confined to the offices
and classrooms of the professionals, rather it is the hope
of the Sobey Art Award and everyone involved that the
excitement and interest spread as widely as possible. Who
knows what the next ten years will bring? All I can say for
sure is that we can be certain that they will be exhilarating.
Ray Cronin
Director and CEO, Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
Curator of the Sobey Art Award 2002-2008
Member of the Sobey Art Award Governance Committee
2008-present

The 10th anniversary shortlist of the Sobey
Art Award will be announced in late June. An
exhibition at MOCCA in Toronto will open
October 24th and the winners announcement
will take place at a Gala event at the MOCCA
on November 16, 2012.
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Acquisition Spotlight

Pair of Cardinal
Lidded Jars
Debra Kuzyk and Ray Mackie
Lucky Rabbit Pottery

Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars (2010), created by Debra Kuzyk and Ray
Mackie of Lucky Rabbit Pottery is a dramatic new addition to the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia’s ceramic collection. Standing 42 centimetres high,
this pair of striking jars exemplifies the talents of Kuzyk and Mackie. The
Gallery is pleased to introduce this outstanding masterwork, by two of
Nova Scotia’s leading ceramists into its Permanent Collection.

Acquisition Spotlight

Umbria and Sienna
Daniel Young and Christian Giroux
Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars was originally part of the Lucky Rabbit:
In an ancient garden exhibition at Mount Saint Vincent University Art
Gallery (21 May – 8 August 2011). This exhibition highlighted new work
by Kuzyk and Mackie, all of it focused on a “garden-like installation of
‘meta-wares,’ or quasi-functional pottery.” i Lucky Rabbit Pottery is well
known for its colourful, highly ornamented utilitarian ware, so the objects
created for the exhibition symbolized exciting new departures utilizing
familiar forms, ornamentation and themes. As members of the Nova
Scotia Designer Crafts Council, Lucky Rabbit Pottery is well known by
many Nova Scotians and through their Annapolis Royal studio (where
they have worked since 1999) their work has reached an international
audience. Kuzyk and Mackie’s work has been inspired by a wide array
of ornamental traditions and motifs, ranging from the Arts and Crafts
movement and Islamic sources to traditional Chinese pottery. Trained
at NSCAD University (Kuzyk received her BFA in 1983, while Mackie
received his BFA in 1978, and his MFA from Indiana State University
in 1980) this talented duo has always pushed beyond the confines of
utilitarian ceramics while retaining a deep respect and love for vessel
forms and their recent work reflects their concern with environmental
sustainability and globalized modes of cultural production. In 2009 they
were part of the prestigious Cheongju International Craft Biennale where
their large lidded vase depicting a seal stranded in a burning village spoke
of the stresses placed upon Nova Scotia’s ocean life.
Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars represents the most recent iteration of Kuzyk
and Mackie’s political and decorative impulses. It speaks of their love of
the natural environment, with the male and female cardinals symbolizing
native Nova Scotian birds majestically perched on top of the jars keeping
watch over the landscape. Their dramatic red and yellow/orange bodies
which are meticulously sculpted in clay remind viewers of Lucky Rabbit’s
famous use of colour however, the body of the jars is a departure from
their previous way of working. Instead of an all-over colourful pattern
over-glazed on the pieces, Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars uses an elegant,
muted celadon glaze that washes over the incised decoration. Underneath
this surface beautiful ornamentation references Chinese wares of the
Song Dynasty that have been adapted to work within the context of
Nova Scotia, and create the perfect pairing to the bold red/yellow/orange
cardinals. This is an exciting new way of working for Kuzyk and Mackie
and is partially the result of their recent Established Artist Recognition
Award (Nova Scotia Arts and Culture Partnership Council, Nova Scotia
Tourism, Culture and Heritage) funded travels to research global ceramic
traditions. As Kuzyk and Mackie state, “We love looking at ancient
pottery forms, motifs and glazes. We also love mixing them up with our
local Canadian flora and fauna. The garden can be a refuge, sheltered and
protected, as can an art gallery. From a larger perspective, our blue planet,
once an earthly paradise, is more and more in peril, often unprotected and
disrespected.”ii Thanks to the intricate detail, striking forms, and subtle
political messages contained in this Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars, the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia will not only provide shelter for these works, it will
endeavour to share their important message with the public.

Lucky Rabbit Pottery, Pair of Cardinal Lidded Jars, 2011, cone 6 porcelain, incised decoration
with olive celadon glaze and unglazed underglaze, 42.0 x 18.0 x 18.0 cm; 42.0 x 19.0 x 19.0 cm
Purchased with funds made available from the Jean and Lloyd Shaw Endowment Fund, 2011,
NTL2011.141
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Sandra Alfoldy
Associate Curator of Fine Craft

As late as 2001, the gallery’s sculpture collection,
excluding Folk and Inuit art, comprised just 11
works, including John Greer’s monumental Origins
installed in Ondaatje Court. Today, while the
Permanent Collection of the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia comprises over 14,000 works of art, still a
relatively small number of those fall into the category
of sculpture as compared to examples from other
disciplines. The Gallery has seen substantive growth
in this area as of late, a reflection of our priority to
attend to changing currents in contemporary art
practice and, as well, to ensure that the Permanent
Collection better represents the importance of this
medium to the art of Nova Scotia, and indeed, of
Canada. The acquisition of Umbria (2008) and
Sienna (2008) by Toronto duo Daniel Young and
Christian Giroux, winners of the 2011 Sobey Art
Award, is a case in point.
Young and Giroux have been working collaboratively
credit info
for the last decade. Their multifaceted practice
includes sculpture, public art and film. Their output
is the product of an ongoing conversation concerning the modernity of the
mid-century, the production of space and the built environment. Through
a reworking of modernist forms of abstraction using consumer goods and
industrial prototyping methods, construction systems and componentry,
they produce sculptural objects that partake in contemporary architectural
discourse. Umbria and Sienna are illustrative of such interests and
concerns.
These unique sculptures each measure 145 x 74 x 74 cm and consist of two
equal parts: a manufactured, powder coated aluminum enclosure that sits
atop a basilar element in an altered, prefabricated piece of Ikea furniture.
They are reminiscent of architecture in form and in terms of the ideas
behind their making. In a recent artist statement the artists described their
broader Boole series of which these works are a part:
Boole consists of a series of abstract works, which are both based on and
delimited by vernacular Ikea furniture and basic Boolean operations
used to make 3D computer models. These compositions are produced
by making subtractions in the furniture using CNC controlled cuts,
and through the addition of punched, folded, riveted and powdercoated aluminum boxes. This series is a meditation on the machine
of abstraction, seeking to reconcile the disparate methodologies of
Modernist intuitive composition with programmatic Minimalist
commitments to generating sequences and permutations of forms.
Similarly, they attempt to navigate a shared formal vocabulary
between architectural modeling and sculpture.

Young and Giroux have had solo exhibitions at the Musée d’art
contemporain de Montréal (2011), the Southern Alberta Art Gallery,
Lethbridge (2010), Mercer Union, Toronto (2010), and have been included
in group exhibitions at Akademie der Kunst for the Forum Expanded,
Berlinale, Berlin (2010), the EXiS Festival Seoul, South Korea (2009), the
Museum Fur Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, Germany (2009), and the
Power Plant, Toronto (2006). Their commissioned projects include: Mt.
Dennis Public Art Project, City of Toronto (2012), Interregnum: Corner
Displacement for John Andrews, University of Toronto, Scarborough
(2011), Infrastructure Canada, Oakville Galleries, Oakville (20122010), Camera Tracking a Spiral…, Nuit Blanche, Toronto (2010), and,
Reticulated Gambol (2008), Lee Centre Park, City of Toronto. Christian
Giroux teaches at the School of Fine Art and Music at the University of
Guelph, Ontario. Daniel Young is the Canada Council Artist-in-Residence
at the Künstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin for 2011-12. Young and Giroux
are represented by Diaz Contemporary, Toronto.
David Diviney
Curator of Exhibitions

i “Artists’ Statement,” Lucky Rabbit: In an ancient garden , 21 May – 8 August 2011,
www.luckyrabbitpottery.ca/ancientgarden/
ii Ibid.
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Mosom Maskwa – Pawakan
(Grandfather Bear – Spirit-Guides)

Ned Bear is renowned for his hand-carved masks that have
an energy and aesthetic that both embrace the traditional,
but also the modern without overly romanticizing the
images he creates. The exaggerated features and the largerthan-life faces immediately identify them as something
supernatural, yet grounded in nature through the materials
used to carve and embellish them.
The masks he makes are of Pawakan (spirit-guides) and in
recent years, Ned has taken to carving Pawakan faces in
living trees around New Brunswick. An anthropologist
or archaeologist may look at this activity and immediately
relate it to a “culturally modified tree” and that it is an
implied act of ownership. But that is not Ned’s intent
– the act of carving a living tree is, for him, just the first
step in a relationship with that particular tree, in that
particular location. Unlike his masks which have a point
of completion, the Pawakan carved in living trees are
continually changing. It is this metamorphosis that fully
embodies the energy of his carved masks, imbued with the
energy and spirit of a living thing that interacts with the
carving to create a whole new work of art. It is not just a
carving; it is a living performance that will continue for the
life of the tree and beyond.
With these carvings, Ned has embraced the broad notion
of Land Art – they are fundamentally sculptural works,
they have a performance element, and the manner in which
both time and natural forces impact these carvings is an
experiment of collaboration between artist and nature.
Whereas Ned’s masks are intrinsically tied with nature
- carved from wood and embellished with hair and fur –
the tree carvings lack even that separation. The trees are
material, art, and artist.

credit info

Most of the trees Ned has carved are not in any way
advertised. They are situated in places that inspired Ned
and then left for accidental discovery. For the first time, this
exhibition will bring these carvings together as large-scale
photographs, capturing the living Pawakan at a moment in
time. Interspersed with the photographs will be a selection
of Ned’s masks, adding an element of three dimensionality
and creating an overall feeling of walking through a forest
of Pawakan.

At the time of writing this article, however, the Pawakan
remain in their forests, yet to be photographed. The actual
moment in time that will be captured in the photography
has not yet been caught. The ideal angle hasn’t been selected
and we have not yet been lost trying to find one particular
tree in a forest …
Part of this is simple logistics. While digital photography
has advanced beyond all recognition in the last decade, the
ability to take photographs that could then be reproduced
on the scale Ned and I were interested in seeing has only
recently come into being. In fact, when we originally
planned the exhibition this fall, we planned to use a film
camera and 4x5 transparencies, which would then have to
be processed, scanned, and so forth to produce our ideal
photograph.
The idea of processing film has become a completely foreign
concept, as has the idea that there is a delay between taking
the photograph and being able to see if it works. The danger
of coming up with no usable photographs and having to
re-shoot woke me at three in the morning with a level of
anxiety that only exists at that time of day. Even obtaining
the film needed proved to be an exercise in patience.
Luckily digital photography has once again leaped forward
and Ned and I will be working with Steve Farmer this
spring to capture these living Pawakan all around New
Brunswick, and taking GPS locations so that others can
visit them as well.
What will the final images look like? I’ve seen images of
some of the carvings taken years ago, but the nature of
the works means that the intervening years have likely
modified them in ways both expected and unexpected. It is
this element of the unknown that energizes these Pawakan
and it will be as exciting to go into the field this spring to
see what changes they have undergone, as to unveil them to
a larger public for the first time in May.

Shannon Parker
Curator of Collections
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Introducing

FREE ACCESS
Thursday Nights
at
Left to right: Attila Richard Lukacs, Sarah Fillmore, Steve Murphy, Hon. Darrell Dexter, Bill Downe.

March 19, 2012 – Major Night of Giving from BMO Financial Group

made possible with the support of

On March 19th, the BMO Financial Group, and the AGNS announced a series of major gifts
and a programming sponsorship from BMO Financial Group. As part of their 2012 AGM,
BMO gifted a major installation by artist Attila Richard Lukacs, as well as a collection of
video art representing a career retrospective from artist Tom Sherman to the AGNS collection.
BMO also announced its financial support for Free Public Access on Thursday Nights, making
it the first corporate partner to support this important program in its eight year history.
Bill Downe, President and Chief Executive Officer, BMO Financial Group, announced the
gifts and sponsorship at a reception in Halifax celebrating the holding of the company's
annual meeting in the city. This gift, totalling in excess of $150,000, represents the largest
one-day contribution to the AGNS since its last capital campaign in 1998.

www.artgalleryofnovascotia.ca
BMO Free Thursday Nights
As the provincial art museum, the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia functions as a house for art
and people - a community meeting space, a ground for scholarship and an exhibition and
preservation locale for the fine arts. We take our role in the community seriously, planning
and mounting exhibitions and related programming that reflects and responds to the members
of our community. On March 19th, BMO Financial Group made a major gift supporting Free
Thursday Nights to the AGNS. BMO’s gift enables the Gallery to continue offering access to
the people’s collection on Thursdays from 5 pm to 9 pm.

CONSERVATION HIGHLIGHT
David Askevold’s What is Church?
1

3

2

Roman Bartkiw (1935-2010) was a prolific and influential designer craftsman for over five
decades. From his award-winning ceramic works, including his Scandinavian influenced
1960 Birks Service of jug, pot, salt shaker and pepper pot to his innovations in glass,
Bartkiw was a pioneering force on the studio craft scene. The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
has recently become home to the country’s largest collection of his works, which will be
showcased in the upcoming exhibition Roman Bartkiw. Thanks to the generosity of his
friend Elizabeth Mason, Associate Curator of Fine Craft Sandra Alfoldy and her research
assistant Cassandra Kellam were able to piece together the rich history of Bartkiw’s
professional career, which will be celebrated through a selection of his clay and glass pieces.
Roman Bartkiw
(1934-2010)
Pommes Dorees
1996. Acc. No. 1996.105
11.0x8.5x8.5 cm,
series of three apples

Transforming a grand vision into reality: this is the
daunting task many contemporary artists face when they
consider creating oversized art.
David Askevold’s millenium project, What is church?
(2001) is one such work included in the retrospective
exhibition, David Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the
East, developed by AGNS Curator of Exhibitions, David
Diviney . As he describes, the print is “a digital inkjet mural
documenting places of worship in rural Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island”; or as O’Neill opines in her book,
Paintings of Nova Scotia, the “mural, bordered by sixty-five
of the churches the artist visited, becomes a photo essay on
‘How I spent my summer vacation’ by a deliriously devout
tourist.” No matter how described, the work is ambitious
both in content and scale.

Born in Montreal in 1935, Bartkiw was a student at the Ontario College of Art from 19551960, where his professionalism allowed him to serve temporarily as the head of ceramics
while still a student.i He was introduced to glass blowing at Georgian College in Barrie,
in 1968, and for the remainder of his career he worked interchangeably between these
two media, although he spent time as a graduate student at Alfred University in the glass
program. In 1975 he travelled to Scandinavia, where he spent time with Finn Lynggaard,
then considered one of Denmark’s leading ceramic artists. Bartkiw introduced Lynggaard
to glassblowing and thanks to Bartkiw’s encouragement Lynggaard is now considered the
father of the Danish contemporary glass movement.ii
In between his extensive training, teaching and travelling, Bartkiw founded a studio
pottery and worked to establish a craft program in Chesterfield Inlet, in the North West
Territories. In 1980, following his entry into the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts, he
moved to Halifax. For the next thirty years he was an energetic force in Nova Scotia’s
cultural scene. Whether he was establishing his various potteries, founding a glassblowing
studio in Annapolis Royal (1984), or working as a crafts/arts/trades consultant for Upper
Clements Theme Park, Bartkiw introduced many Nova Scotians to ceramics through his
popular Avian Series, and to glass through his blown glass apples.

Not a mural in the usual sense, What is church? is a dyebased colour print laid down on a single length of prepared
canvas measuring 162.5 cm high and 528.3 cm long
(roughly 5 x 17 feet). With no framing device, the challenge
for the artist was to develop a system by which it could be
securely mounted to the wall. He chose to place small brass
grommets, roughly 75 cms (30 inches) apart, around the
outer perimeter of the canvas into which nails or other
hanging hardware could be inserted. Unfortunately, when
installed, the pull of gravity over time proved too strong
for the lightweight canvas, causing the grommets to strain
upward and, in some instances, release altogether. The
resulting damage to the canvas took the form of diagonal
stress cracks in the printed ink, distortion and canvas loss.

Bartkiw was a popular teacher, and his workshops on ceramics attracted many admirers.
His charisma and passionate nature enabled him to create a wide network of supporters,
and the clay birds from his Avian Series can be found in many Maritime households. For
Bartkiw, clay and glass were more than simply beautiful materials - they represented deeper
meanings and he infused his work with symbols. Perhaps his favorite motif was the apple,
represented in the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia exhibition in many forms. In his personal
journal Bartkiw wrote extensively on the apple, which can be seen as a metaphor for his
own life, “And I saw the world reduced to the size of an apple and he said take this and eat…
And so I took the apple and traveled the country over in search of life once more.” iii
Sandra Alfoldy
Associate Curator of Fine Art
i Elizabeth Mason, personal interview, 18 October 2011, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
ii Elizabeth Mason, Roman’s History, email correspondence, 18 October 2011.
iii Roman Bartkiw, personal journal, Art Gallery of Nova Scotia collection.
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Elizabeth Mason,
personal interview,
18 october 2011,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

(Fig.1)

With the opening of the exhibition at the National
Gallery of Canada in October 2011, and a subsequent
tour, the challenge was twofold: repair the damaged areas
around the perimeter, and devise a new system for hanging
the work which would serve over the long haul while
respecting the artist’s original vision. The final treatment
path for any work of art is a shared responsibility between
conservator and curator. After consultation and initial
testing, we devised a plan; putting that plan into action,
however, proved an exercise in space and human resource
management.

The conservation lab is not large and is a one-person
operation. To deal with these constraints, a system using
two large-diameter Sonotubes in tandem, onto which
the canvas could be systematically rolled and unrolled in
a controlled way by one person, reduced the long expanse
of the print to a manageable size while allowing access
to small sections at a time. (Fig. 2) The treatment of the
damaged canvas involved removing the original grommets;
introducing moisture through a gortex barrier fabric
permitting manipulation and realignment; replacing the
missing canvas with new pieces of similar weight and
preparation; and inpainting the cracks with watercolours
to blend with the original black print border.
The best solution for hanging large, textile-based objects
is to run a continuous support system along the top edge
rather than to rely on localized points of attachment.
For What is church?, our first step was the application of
dimensionally stable polyester strips to the back edges of
the canvas using a reversible adhesive known as BEVA
film. To this isolating base, we affixed self-adhesive velcro
(looped side) around all four edges. When married to an
equal length of the hooked velcro, secured to the wall at
the appropriate height, the weight of the canvas print is
distributed evenly, without stress points, across the entire
five metre length. (Fig 3)
To respect the artist’s original concept, new grommets,
inserted where the old had been, give the appearance
that the object is still being held to the wall by hardware
without bearing any of the actual weight.
I had the opportunity to see What is church? on display at
the National Gallery of Canada where it certainly packed
a visual punch on a central wall in the gallery space. Nova
Scotians will have the opportunity to view this and other
works by this influential conceptual artist when David
Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East opens at the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia in May of 2013.
Laurie Hamilton
Senior Conservator
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The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia Summer School of the Arts is well-known
as a creative hot spot in Halifax for engaging art-making for kids and teens.
This year's program is filled with all kinds of great classes. Here are a just a
few to get you excited!

And there is lots more too….claymaking, painting, public art, and don’t
forget Boogie Woogie Jungle with music, singing, and maskmaking for
little ones ages 3 + 4 with artist Priya Andrade. Check out the website at
www.artgalleryofnovascotia.ca and sign up soon!

Artist Lisa Lipton, whose imaginative exhibition Stop@Forever was on
view at AGNS this past winter, is a new instructor in our program and
will offer Rockin’ the Imagination. This multi-media based class focuses
on performance art and installation and is sure to be an experience you’ll
never forget.

The opportunity to view the many original works in the Gallery not only
adds to the rich learning environment for students in the Summer School
of the Arts, but also provides an inspiring experience for our Gallery
visitors. The Maud Lewis Gallery has a new Education area with tons
of books on folk art and an interactive family guide. Stop by the fourth
floor of Gallery North to see the exhibition, Mosom Maskwa - Pawakan
(Grandfather Bear - Spirit-Guides). Artist Ned Bear is known for his
hand-carved masks that feature larger-than-life faces and on display with
these magnificent sculptural works are large- format photographs of his
carved faces in living trees in New Brunswick. On Sunday, June 17th, a
specially-designed Family Sunday will focus on the artwork of Ned Bear
and provide hands-on mask-making activities.

Miro Davis, an artist who has worked on many collaborative community
art projects around town, is offering two classes this summer including
Our Garden Wall, a 3D magical event for sure, and A Big Sparkly Ocean
Mosaic. Plants, vessels, waves, glass beads, shells, stones, sand and clay
will be used to create a spectacular mosaic artwork. A great way to get a
different take on the seaside over the summer!
Raising the Surface will be presented by artist and art educator Cynthia
Lewis who will explore printmaking using junk and found objects to
create abstract and realistic images.
Artist Melinda Spooner, will light up our summer programs with Magical
Luminares with painting, printmaking and collage culminating with a
magical parade of glowing artwork.
Sherry Jollymore's You are the Art is a favourite class with teens as youth
venture out to thrift stories to find recycled materials to re-purpose and
re-imagine to create wearable art. The new fashions are transformed with
the energy and ideas of teen creativity into outfits that could be seen on a
red carpet at any awards night!
Participants can learn about traditional Japanese paper-making and
explore collage with artist Nicole Rahim, or join the Kamishibai Magic
class with artist Melissa Marr. Based on Japanese tradition and design,
students will hand build a miniature paper theatre and open the doors to
discover a world of storytelling.
To celebrate the Tall Ships Challenge - Atlantic Coast 2012 Race in July,
students can sign up for Ships Ahoy to discover the world of the mariner
with artist Heather Wilkinson. Sketching trips on the harbour and in the
Gallery to view different kinds of ships, will inspire students with their
floating vessel artworks and exploration of sea culture.
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Exhibitions which celebrate the accomplishments of youth are also an
important component of our Education programs. This spring and summer,
there are a number of wonderful exhibitions that give voice to the ideas and
vision of young people. De la boue et du vent – Une exploration de notre
paysage historique et culturel/ Our Stories, Our Land – An Exploration of
our Historic and Cultural Landscape is on view in the Newman Daughters
Gallery. This exhibition from l’Ecole acadienne de Truro presents
colourful self-portraits and landscapes by Grade 5 students who worked
with artist Francois Gaudet to explore Acadien heritage. Students from
Ecole Beaubassin presented their artwork on Earth Day at AGNS and we
are pleased to have it on view over the summer in the gallery space outside
our studios. This year’s Autism Arts program, a partnership between
AGNS and Autism Nova Scotia with support from the Craig Foundation,
celebrates the achievements of young people on the autism spectrum, with
a unique exhibition of their artwork on display in the Corridor Gallery.

10 ANNIVERSARY
TH

AWARD November 16, 2012
EXHIBITION October 24 to December 30, 2012
HOSTED BY MOCCA, Toronto

WEST COAST & YUKON PRAIRIES & THE NORTH
SONNY ASSU
AMALIE ATKINS
JULIA FEYRER
PAUL BUTLER
GARETH MOORE
JASON DE HAAN
KEVIN SCHMIDT
ROBYN MOODY
CORIN SWORN
ELAINE STOCKI

The Event Calendar on the AGNS website provides information on
further events including curatorial and artist talks for the summer slate of
exhibitions including Skin: the seduction of surface.
Dale Sheppard
Curator of Education & Public Programs
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Elizabeth Enders calls Nova Scotia home for a few fleeting months of the year. During those summer months she soaks
in her surroundings on the Southern Shore of the province. She paints. When I first asked about her paintings of Cape
La Have, she described painting as a way of deciphering and taming a new world, a new place. Away from the din of
Manhattan, the quiet of the seaside can be deafening, isolating, foreign. Elizabeth Enders approached that moment the
way she approached others before it, in Corfu, Connemara, Paris, London, or Cairo: she painted.
First there is disruption, dislocation, moving through a landscape that is exotic and populated.
The brain scans the new place – for sights, sounds, colours, faces, all charged, animated, alive, like the Nile, the
rivers it comes to, the bodies of water – the harbors, the inlets, the coast, the sky.
That is the challenge, to behave, to use the material in all its forms, to mash it, extend it, promise to use it, to hold
it in one’s head and heart, as the excitement ignites the senses.
To hear questions asked, to rejoice, to let the heart out, to explore, to inhabit the small places of the earth in
paint, in color, in texture, in language, in sounds that are visible. Voices and brains at work. Challenges – stepping
quickly, on and off subways, thinking of the sea and sky, forever, and just around the corner.

October

14, 2011

ELIZABETH ENDERS
June 16 - December 9
Curator Sarah Fillmore
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Elizabeth Enders, Blue I (detail), 1994, watercolour on paper, 25.4 x 35.56 cm, 1994.300

Those hours spent in her studio in Chester, NS or in Lyman, Connecticut, sustain her painting practice, feeding the
thoughts and images Enders produces in her studio in Manhattan during the rest of the year. As a student in the sixties at
Connecticut College, Enders studied Poet Laureate William Meredith, and her paintings present lyrical, textual surfaces,
often melting words with imagery.
Putting signs on a page, or mark making, is about filling in the blanks, making something complete. It’s about
making sense of things. It’s also about capturing what is wandering about in the mind in the precognitive bog,
finding colors, exotic fruit like shapes, snatching something that begs for order. It is also about the pleasure of using
all the resources at hand to create form. It’s about calmness, too, settling in to find something. It begins in the far
reaches of the brain where something goes on before it is known, dust, bones, tattered implements, a confusion of
words, shapes, emotions. It is a gesture, a stroke, an accumulation of strokes, a picture, a painting held long enough
to become art.

January

25, 2012

This deeply personal collection of paintings, drawings and pages from the artist’s notebook offers insight into her practice
and motivations. Drawing from 50 years of production, Elizabeth Enders showcases works made to describe a place or
moment. Imagining the Irish landscape before a trip or mapping the marshy wetlands of Connecticut, Enders paints, with
determination, the world around her.
I paint – abstracting rivers, oceans, mountains, fields, language, using lines, marks, glyphs, smudges, strokes to
open the doors of the subconscious. And near a window, the sky opens up. Light at all times of day, but at dusk
it holds the most mystery: dark blue cloud swaths move across an indigo sky. The scratches, the strokes, the tugs
and tears, screaming now, alert, alive. Calm, too. A gift, held close. How was it possible to find this secret? Scream
HEAR and SEE with all your heart.
Originally from New London, Connecticut, Enders received her BA from Connecticut College. She then went on to earn
a MA from New York University. Her work has been exhibited in museums all over the United States such as the Addison
Gallery of American Art, the New Museum in New York, and the Santa Monica Museum of Art. Her work resides in the
collections of the Wadsworth Atheneum, the Brooklyn Museum of Art and the Lyman Allyn Art Museum, as well as that
of the AGNS.
This exhibition will be accompanied by a full-colour publication.
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1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Elizabeth Enders, Greece, 1962, watercolor on paper,
5.72 x 10.16 cm, 1962.302
Elizabeth Enders, Blue I, 1994, watercolor on paper, 25.4
x 35.56 cm, 1994.300

Elizabeth Enders, Elizabeth R., 1975, watercolor, ink on
paper, 27.94 x 30.16 cm, 1975.308

Elizabeth Enders, Green Fields of Imagination, 1976, ink,
watercolor, colored pencil on paper, 9.37 x 11.75 cm,
1976.333a

Elizabeth Enders, Calligraphy Water I, 2011, watercolor
on paper, 22.86 x 30.96 cm, 2011.355b
Elizabeth Enders, Volcano, 2000, watercolor, pen and
ink on bristol board, 35.56 x 27.94 cm, 2000.366b

Elizabeth Enders, Untitled, 1982, watercolor on paper,
25.4 x 28.1 cm, 1982.311a

Elizabeth Enders, Paris, 1988, colored pencil, pencil on
graph paper, 20.32 x 24.76 cm, 1988.302a
Elizabeth Enders, Untitled-Winter, 2012, watercolor,
pencil on paper, 25.4 x 20.32 cm, 2012.306
Elizabeth Enders, Oceanus, 2000, watercolor on paper,
35.56 x 27.94 cm, 2000.308a
Elizabeth Enders, Untitled - Nova Scotia II, 1999,
watercolor on paper, 20.32 x 12.7 cm, 1999.307b

A selection of:

ELIZABETH
ENDERS

Elizabeth Enders, Travels Fast, 1977, colored pencil,
pencil on paper, 16.83 x 23.81 cm, 1977.306a

June 16 - December 9
1985.320b, Untitled, 1985, watercolor on paper, 27.62
x 20 cm
Elizabeth Enders, Osama bin Laden is Dead III, 2011, pen
and ink on paper, 30.48 x 22.86 cm, 2011.318c

Elizabeth Enders, Florence, 1997, watercolor, pen and
ink on graph paper, 27.3 x 21.59 cm, 1997.321a
Elizabeth Enders, Corfu Journal II, 1975, colored pencil,
pen and ink on paper, 24.76 x 20.8 cm, 1975.330b
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Elizabeth Enders, Tree I, 2007, watercolor on paper,
21.59 x 13.97 cm, 2007.328
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A path to learning:
Early Nova Scotian Women Artists

Alicia Anne Jeffery (c.1810-1864), Parrsboro’ from the Water, 1836, Art Gallery of Nova Scotia

A path to learning:
Early Nova Scotian Women Artists
date - date, 2012
Teaching was a way for a woman to achieve a measure of independence,
but the earliest teachers in Halifax left no tangible evidence of their
presence beyond newspaper notices. For Eliza Thresher, Nova Scotia’s
first professional woman artist, however, who announced her Select
Drawing and Painting Academy in February 1821, we have her series of
ten landscapes illustrating Alan Ramsay’s The Gentle Shepherd to proclaim
her skill. Although JE Acres (who offered instruction in flower painting
in 1822) has previously been cited as the first teacher of Maria Morris, it
is more than likely that Eliza Thresher, who included flower painting in
her curriculum, also contributed to her initial training – her Academy

F

ine art conservator Laurie Hamilton’s
decision in 2010 that the Eliza Thresher
paintings were too good to languish in
their degraded condition provided the impetus
for this exhibition. Her work has not ended with
the ten Thresher panels, but continues with the
much more complex treatment of two views of
the Parrsboro region by Alicia Anne Jeffery. The
Archives has preserved these panels for decades,
but Laurie’s work in the AGNS conservation lab
will make them truly accessible.
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was on Salter Street where Maria’s mother, Sybella Morris, would later
establish a school in her home. Teaching and botanical drawing are the
two threads that weave through the story of Nova Scotia’s women artists
in the nineteenth century.
At the end of the 1820s, Joseph Howe tells us in The Novascotian, Maria
Morris studied with WH Jones, “a man who (his temper and his egotism to
the contrary notwithstanding) left behind him a good deal of information.
She has since studied assiduously, and imparted the knowledge she acquired
to the youth who attended her classes.” Morris taught “DRAWING &
PAINTING, e.g. Landscapes and Figures in Pencil, Drawing in Crayons,
Painting in Oil, Pen Water Colours, Poonah Painting, etc.”, at her mother’s
school, which operated in competition with one operated by the Morris
sisters, at which Mary Eleanor Morris taught “Figures in water colour,
on Paper or Ivory, Do in pencil or Chalk; Landscape, in Pencil, Chalk,
or water color, Flowers, Fruit, Birds and Shells on Velvet, Satin, or paper”.
Floral and landscape subjects would predominate throughout the century.
As well as Maria Morris and her two cousins, Jones’s pupils had included
Ellen Nutting, who, along with Mary Morris, would later study at William
Eagar’s Drawing Academy, and Alicia Anne Jeffery. (Isabel McDougall
was also probably one of Eagar’s pupils.) Sadly, none of the paintings
exhibited with Jones in 1830 and 1831, or, with Eagar in 1838, by Nutting,
Mary Morris, or her sister has ever been identified, but Nutting’s Sketch of
a Young Lady from the 1838 exhibition was probably similar to those in
her extant sketchbook. Luckily, Jeffrey’s two paintings of the Parrsboro
region were redrawn as lithographs and published, and her drawing of a
Mi’kmaq guide included as a wood cut in books by Abraham Gesner.

Maria Morris had established her place in history as Canada’s first botanical
artist by the mid 1830s; Elizabeth Wiswell’s album of floral drawings is
representative of work by scores of amateur artists she trained at her several
schools in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Her legacy as a teacher can
be traced through Mary R McKie, who herself became an art teacher in
Halifax following Morris’s marriage and hiatus from professional work,
to artists as diverse as Frances Jones and Elizabeth Ladds. Morris had
occasionally found subjects for her art among the Mi’kmaq; McKie and
Ladds did so frequently.
McKie departed for England in 1861, two years before the arrival of
Forshaw Day in Halifax, and seven before Frederick Crawley became
drawing master at the Horton Seminary. They, and the women who
succeeded Crawley at the Seminary, no doubt taught many of the next
generation of women artists such as Mary Louise Kaulbach, Emily Paton,
Annie McKenzie, Annie Prat, Bessie Brown, Eliza Harding, and Kate Foss
Hill. George Harvey, who arrived here in 1881 and who would become the
first Headmaster of the Victoria School of Art and Design in 1887, taught
Edith Smith and Alice Egan at the school. The Ladies College, established
the same year as the VSAD, brought Clara F Howard from New York as art
mistress, and also employed the resident English artist Florence Rogers in
that department. Inspired by Maria Morris’s earlier example, Prat, Brown,
and Edith Smith carried on the tradition of botanical drawing at the end
of the century. Katharine Evans, who had studied porcelain painting
in Paris before becoming principal of the VSAD in 1895, introduced
china painting to its curriculum; Brown, Egan, and Harding all acquired
proficiency in the craft and found new use for botanical drawings.

Alicia Anne Jeffery
West Bay, near Partridge Island 1836
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia

Edith A Smith (1867-1954)
Pitcher plant 1892
Nova Scotia Museum

By the end of the century the number of women artists active in the
province had increased greatly. No longer content to learn what they could
from visiting teachers, many looked elsewhere. Francis Jones left for study
in Paris in 1878, Eliza Tremain went to Germany in 1888, Edith Smith
to Boston in 1892, KF Hill to New York and Paris in 1893, Una Gray to
Boston in 1893, Annie Prat to Chicago in 1896, and Alice Egan to New
York in 1896. From small beginnings on Salter Street, the path laid out by
Eliza Thresher and Maria Morris had become a well-trodden road.
Mora Dianne O'Neill, PhD
Associate Curator
Historical Prints and Drawings
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
902.424.2941
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Touring
EXHIBITIONS
David Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East

»
Arena | The Hockey Exhibition

The AGNS exhibition David Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East
curated by David Diviney ran at the National Gallery of Canada from
October 2011 to January 2012. It recently opened at the Art Gallery at the
Confederation Centre of the Arts in Charlottetown and will be on view
in Charlottetown until June 3rd. It will then travel to California - to the
Armory Centre for the Arts in Pasadena on July 8, and will finally return
home to Art Gallery of Nova Scotia in Halifax from May 18 to Sept 8, 2013.

Sandi Hartling

Graeme Patterson, Rilla Marshall and Damien Worth

Jacques Hurtubise
The brilliance of Jacques Hurtubise curated by Sarah Fillmore travels to
Quebec for an exhibition at Musée d'art de Joliette Showcasing the major
career highlights and some of the most recent work of abstract painter
Hurtubise, this exhibit will be on display from May 17 to August 26.

Hurtubise, Jacques
Rose noire, 2010
Arcylic on canvas
173.4 x 107.5 cm
Loan
TL2011.19
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Hurtubise, Jacques
Vol d'octobre, 1998
Acrylic on canvas
109.5 x 173.5 cm
Loan
TL2011.46
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ArtReach

A partnership project promoting school and community
involvement in Art Gallery of Nova Scotia programs

In the fall of 2005, an exciting link was forged between the Art Gallery of
Nova Scotia and English Program Services, Nova Scotia Department of
Education to support opportunities for students throughout Nova Scotia
to create art and to celebrate their artistic achievements. A key aspect of the
ArtReach project is a travelling exhibition of prints circulated throughout
the province. These original Canadian prints were donated to the Art
Gallery of Nova Scotia by the Canada Council Art Bank.
ArtReach is now in its seventh successful year of operation and the
travelling exhibition of prints has attracted hundreds of enthusiastic
visitors from students of all ages to artists, librarians, seniors and families
across Nova Scotia. This spring, the Northumberland Arts Council Fraser
Cultural Centre in Tatamagouche will host the ArtReach exhibition
of prints from May 2 to June 6 and local artist Lynn Sutherland will be
offering printmaking workshops for school groups and the public. “We are
very excited about having you in our little gallery!” said Sutherland.

ARENA | The Hockey Exhibition is an original collection of
objects, memorabilia, displays and art that explore our enduring
fascination with “Canada’s game”. The exhibit was hosted at
THEMUSEUM from February to May 2012 in Downtown
Kitchener and featured a combination of the History, Science,
and Art of Hockey with the Art component contributed by the
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia from a select portion of their ARENA
| The Art of Hockey exhibition.
Almost 20,000 visitors were able to rediscover their love of
hockey; the same sport woven into the cultural fabric of the
Canadian identity. The exhibit was a community effort and
success, with THEMUSEUM calling on organizations like the
OHL Kitchener Rangers, the Waterloo Ringette Association,
sledge hockey players, and even the Hockey Hall of Fame with
the Stanley Cup to expand on the experience of ARENA. Regular
museum members and those new to THEMUSEUM shared
in the joy of exploring the art, science, memorabilia, history,
and skill-testing games found in the exhibit. ARENA brought
together both those who are just learning to tie their skates and
those who still remember the legends of decades past.

Installation of exhibition

Located in Tatamagouche in the Northumberland Shore region, the
Northumberland Arts Council Fraser Cultural Centre promotes arts,
crafts and cultural activities in the North Shore area and helps preserve
and present this area’s heritage. The Centre is situated in a restored Red
Cross outpost that later served as the hospital for Tatamagouche. It houses
the Fraser Gallery; a historical exhibit on Nova Scotia giantess Anna Swan;
and handcrafts displays. A visitor information centre and a gift shop are
also on site.

Jacques Hurtubise, Fabiola, 1968,
acrylic on canvas, 203.2 x 203.2 cm, loan

“

Other features of the ArtReach
project include the development of
on-line curriculum resources. In
conjunction with the exhibition
Rencontre - Artistic Encounters with
the Art of Jacques Hurtubise, which
was on display at the Cape Breton
Centre for Craft and Design this
winter, artist and teacher Elizabeth
Lalonde developed four exciting new
lesson plans for Learn AGNS on the
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia website,
including a "Puzzle Print” lesson
focused on Hurtubise multi-panel
prints and paintings, such as Fabiola.

One of the challenges art educators have is holding our
students’ attention with an idea. The artistic practice of
revisiting, editing, altering, layering and/or reinventing a
visual work is often a foreign concept for the “been there,
done that” student. By responding to “Fabiola” through
relief printmaking, the lesson encourages the students to
produce many similar images in order to play and create
their final puzzle compositions.
– Elizabeth Lalonde

”

Northumberland Arts Council Fraser Cultural Centre

Plans are also underway to bring the ArtReach travelling print exhibition
to the Acadia University Art Gallery this fall. Opened in 1978, the
Gallery offers a year-round exhibition program of contemporary and
historical work. These exhibitions and outreach programming promote
visual literacy and enhance the intellectual and cultural experience of the
University and wider community. The ArtReach print exhibition also
provides an opportunity to work with the pre-service teachers in Acadia’s
Bachelor of Education program by offering special workshops and lessons
integrated with a variety of curriculum subject areas.

Students at Sherwood Park Education Center
in Sydney engaged in creating Hurtubise
inspired “Puzzle Prints”
A special thank you to Ann Blackwood, Director, English Program Services, Nova Scotia
Department of Education for the ongoing support of the ArtReach partnership, which continues
to build upon ways to work with students and inspire many forms of artistic expression through the
examination of original art.
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Art Sales &
Rental Gallery

Art Gallery of Nova Scotia

gallery shop

C R E AT I V I T Y A N D I N S P I R AT I O N L I V E H E R E
Nothing makes a statement or sets the mood like a carefully chosen work
of art. It can delight the eye, challenge the mind, or move the viewer to a
state of quiet contemplation.
Offering its diverse collection for sale or rent, Art Sales & Rental Gallery
(ASAR) has been a bridge for over 37 years, linking contemporary Nova
Scotia artists with public and private spaces through its innovative service.
This service encourages awareness and interest in the region’s vibrant
artistic community and allows access to fine, original art at affordable
prices. Why not try renting a piece or two for your office environment?
You may be surprised how something as simple as adding art to your work
space can completely transform it.
Comprising a varied inventory of high quality prints, drawings, paintings
and photography ranging in style and subject matter from traditional
landscapes to contemporary abstraction, the collection is in a constant
state of renewal and change. Many new, emerging artists join our core
group of well-established talents each year. Our collection gathers together
these works to allow public exposure to a broader range of art than can
be viewed in any single commercial gallery, offering you a welcome saving
in time and effort. Submissions from artists are juried bi-weekly, and this
careful selection process ensures a consistently high quality of artwork for
your space.
WHY DOES RENTING FROM ASAR MAKE PERFECT SENSE?

■ Art can be taken to your office on a trial basis and changed often,
ss allowing you to experiment with a wide range of styles, media and modes
- of expression without making a large financial commitment.

■ Showing regional art in your place of business keeps your space energized,

introducing

- interesting and fresh for clients, employees and visitors alike.

■ Your patronage will be supporting our region’s artists.

the Maud Lewis Colouring & Activity
Book, printed on high quality FSC paper.
This delightful book will be a hit with all
ages as it features a variety of colouring
pages, activities, word searches, and
more. Inspired by Maud’s life and the
exhibition of her work at the Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia, this book encourages
exploration and creativity.

■ You will be supporting our mandate to enrich the Permanent Collection
- of the AGNS.

■ Renting art for your business is a tax deductible expense.

Need some advice? We can help. As a service to our corporate clients, our
highly qualified team would be pleased to provide you with a free personal
consultation, at the gallery or at your work environment, to ensure that the
artwork you select suits your space, taste and budget. If you need assistance
getting the artwork from us to your wall, we can also coordinate delivery
and installation for a nominal fee.
You must be a member of AGNS to rent, but anyone can purchase.
Explore our site for a sampling of artwork selections and services at
artsalesandrental.ca. This online gallery represents only a sampling of our
inventory, so do drop by the gallery during our regular hours of operation
for a full selection. No matter the budget or personal tastes, we are sure
you will find the right artworks to create a dynamic and inspiring office
environment.
If you would like a link to our new works, please email us at asar@gov.ns.ca

Beth Shields
Volunteer

Available in-store now!

Art Sales & Rental Gallery

1723 Hollis Street, Halifax | 902 424 3087 | asar@gov.ns.ca | www.artsalesandrental.ca
www.artgalleryofnovascotia.ca
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What’s On at the Western Branch
Latest news and events from the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia in Yarmouth.

Volunteers print workshops

Exhibitions
Seafarers and Fishwives - Jennifer Crane

Jennifer Crane
Seafarers and Fishwives, 2001
18 gelatin silver prints, 22 stereo cards, antique
wooden box with antique viewer, 2 unframed,
C-prints, dimensions variable, gift of the Artist,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 201,1Detail: C-print on
Fujicolor Crystal Archive paper, 85.2 x 76.2 cm

Seafarers and Fishwives deals with myths
and actual accounts of women at sea, as
well as with the exchange and display of
photographs and how these relate to class
and narrative structures. In this exhibit,
Jennifer Crane presents a collection of
anonymous portraits and stereoscopic
cards. Through her photo installation,
the artist proposes a playful story and a
discovery of the photographs' relationship
to the memory and myths of Eastern
Canada.

Stereo cards were collected and popularized
predominantly by the middle class during the late 19th century; they could
be bought in sets of 'exotic' people and places, creating a view of the world
that could be predictable and attainable through the lens. The cards in the
exhibition are made to look authentic; at the same time they interrupt and
distort the narrative structure and optical illusion. Some cards reveal a
shift in location, presence, gaze or gesture of the subject in the image.
Through the creation of fictional photographic archives, this work engages
with issues of memory, authenticity and archival practice. The artist is
interested in the historical use of photography as a means to document,
inscribe and mythologize the human body; as well as how women occupy
public space as this relates to popular memory and performances of gender,
authority and spectacle.
Jennifer Crane is a photo-based artist from Nova Scotia presently living and
working in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. After graduating from high school in
Halifax she began her undergraduate studies at the Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design. She completed her BFA at York University in 1990 and
was awarded her MFA at Concordia University in Montreal in 1998.
Crane has exhibited her work at galleries across Canada and in the United
Statess, she currently teaches at The University of Saskatchewan.

Kekina'masuti Nemitekemk Nktuey Mijua'jijk:
Through Children's Eyes

Image from Kekina'masuti Nemitekemk Nktuey
Mijua'jijk: Through Children's Eyes Publication, 2011
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This inspiring exhibition highlights a
selection of artwork gathered from four
and five year olds in the Aboriginal Head
Start On-Reserve programs throughout
Nova Scotia. Art can act as a pathway to
communicate powerful feelings when
words are not enough. The artwork on
display in this colourful exhibition reflects
the imagination and creativity of very
young artists as they express their cultural
and personal experiences with energy and
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enthusiasm. The exhibition also includes two works from the Art Gallery of
Nova Scotia's Permanent Collection by First Nations artists Alan Syliboy
and Dozay Christmas. These two images were used by the Gallery, during
the in-service workshops for Head Start co-ordinators, to demonstrate
how original artworks can be used to encourage the development of visual
literacy in young children.

Tom Sherman: Alley 9 and Michael Swim’s Catch
Alley 9 is a pub in Liverpool, Nova Scotia.
Every Friday night Alley 9 features Mike
Mosher’s Krazy Karaoke. This 2009
video documents the patrons of this pub
crossing the line between audience and
performer. Karaoke is the quintessential
interactive form, bringing the energy of live
performance back to bars long-deadened
Tom Sherman
Michael Swim’s Catch, 2011
by the canned music of DJs. Karaoke not
Video (10:00)
Donated to the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia by
only permits ordinary people to interpret
BMO Financial Group,Toronto, Ontario, 2012
popular music, it closes the gap between a
distant fabricated culture and people’s desire for attention in their local
scene. In Alley 9 we witness the joyous transformation of people attaining
ownership of the music they love.
The second video documents Michael Swim, Captain of Queen Anne's
Revenge, bringing in a catch of fish to Port Mouton, Nova Scotia. The
catch of halibut, cod, haddock, pollock, hake, cusk, catfish and skate wings
includes a big halibut that weighs 260 pounds. These fish were caught 61
miles South of Port Mouton on the Little La Have Bank.
Tom Sherman moved to Canada in 1972 after completing his B.F.A. at
the University of Eastern Michigan and went on to become one of this
country’s leading figures in video art. He co-founded the artistrun A
Space Video (1973) and Fuse Magazine (1978). He worked at the Canada
Council for the Arts in the early 1980s and founded its Media Arts section
(1983). He represented Canada at the Venice Biennale (1980), and has
been the subject of several major exhibitions, including retrospectives at
the National Gallery of Canada (1983) and the International Festival of
Films on Art in Montreal (2005). In 2003, he received the Bell Award for
excellence in video art and in 2010, he was the recipient of the Governor
General's Award in Visual and Media Arts. He is currently a professor in
the Department of Transmedia at Syracuse University and when he’s not
teaching, he lives near Liverpool, Nova Scotia.

Nancy Edell: Narrative Threads
Nancy Edell was born in Omaha, Nebraska
in 1942, and died in Halifax in 2005. She
moved to Nova Scotia in 1980 and was a
part-time teacher for many years at NSCAD
University. She became a Canadian citizen
in 1981. Edell's work has been included
in numerous national and international
exhibitions, including the nationally
credit info
touring exhibition Art Nuns organized by
the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia in 1991.
In 2004, the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
mounted a retrospective exhibition, Nancy Edell - Selected Works: 1980 2004. She has numerous works in public collections, including those of the
National Gallery of Canada, the Winnipeg Art Gallery, the Art Gallery of
Greater Victoria, and the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia.
Edell was a multi-talented artist who worked in the media of animation,
drawing, printmaking, and painting, but it was her use of the traditional
media of rug-hooking that moved her work into a new and influential
direction. When Edell arrived in Nova Scotia hooked mats were an
established part of the folk culture of the region, though one that had
not been turned to the purposes of visual art. Of course, by 1980, when
Edell first encountered hooked mats, the use of traditional domestic crafts
in the so-called "high" arts, was established. Joyce Wieland, for instance,
had used quilting in her work since the mid-1960s, and in Great Britain
Kate Walker had used embroidery since the early 1970s. With her hooked
art of the early 80s, Edell joined these pioneers as someone central to
the introduction of so-called "women's work" to the conversation of
contemporary art.

Events

Update from the Development Committee
The Development Committee at the Western Branch in
Yarmouth remains very busy attracting and developing
local art shows in the Community Room. Community art
groups are invited to curate professionally staged shows, at
little or no expense to them, and no expense to the AGNS.
Exhibits to date have been by quilters and print makers.
Upcoming exhibits include photography, two shows from
the Acadian communities and a Yarmouth Art Society
Life Members show.

Family Sundays - Moppie Workshops
June 24, 2012 1:00 to 4:00pm
July 15, 2012 1:00 to 4:00pm
Moppies are becoming a bit of a Yarmouth tradition which will happily
continue during this summer’s Moppie Festival. Based on Yarmouth’s
marine history, ‘yacht mops’ were a daily necessity on board to swab the
decks. Mops are creatively turned into moppie characters adding fun
and colour to the town during the summer months. Join us on our two
Family Sunday events to let your imagination run riot and make your
own family moppie!

We are now accepting proposals for
Community Room shows in 2013.
The Community Room (CR) is a 36 ft. x 16 ft. space at
the AGNS, Western Branch, is ideal for exhibits: AGNS
Yarmouth supports groups, clubs, schools, associations and
organizations throughout the Yarmouth and Tri-County
area. For more information please contact the Gallery by
calling 902-749-2248
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AGNS Board
Bonnie Baker

Mark Bursey

Active in the cultural community of Nova Scotia for 35
years, Bonnie Baker has been advocate, administrator and
professional artist. Before starting a textile business in the
90s she was Executive Director of a not-for-profit cooperative
establishing North American markets when few existed for
Atlantic independent film and video She has served on the
boards of numerous provincial and national organizations
including Independent Film and Video Alliance, Atlantic Film Festival, NSDCC,
Annapolis Region Community Arts Council and currently Visual Arts Nova Scotia as
representative to AGNS BOG. Her own art practice has been diverse, beginning in film/
video, moving later into textile arts and presently working on prints and drawings. While
her education has been largely self directed, she has studied printmaking at NSCAD and
the Women's Studio Workshop as well as privately with Cecil Day. She regularly exhibits
in both Canada and the US. Recently one of her large rope drawings was selected for
publication in the 7th Annual International Drawing Annual.

Mark Bursey is the Chair of the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia’s Board of Governors. Mark is currently a Partner
with the Halifax office of Stewart McKelvey where his
practice primarily involves corporate reorganization and
acquisitions with an emphasis on corporate income tax. He
is a graduate of Memorial University of Newfoundland (B
Comm) and University of New Brunswick (LLB Law) and
is a Past Board Chair of Sacred Heart School of Halifax.
From Carnivale to the Sobey Art Award, Mark is a great ambassador for the Gallery and
can often be found at various and assorted Art Gallery of Nova Scotia events.

William Barker
William Barker joined the Board of the Art Gallery of
Nova Scotia in 2008 and is currently serving his second
three-year term. He is a Past President of the University
of King’s College and Professor of English at Dalhousie
University. In 2011 Dr. Barker finished his tenure as
President and has since returned to regular faculty status
at Dalhousie University. Because of his experience in
university administration, Dr. Barker serves on the Gallery’s finance committee, a key
committee for the ongoing success of the Gallery. In 2012 he and the committee are
in the process of reviewing the endowment and investment policies of the gallery. Dr.
Barker believes that his job on the Board is to encourage the Gallery to continue to grow
its leadership in the cultural life of the Province. He believes there are some beautiful
pieces of art in our collection that tell us important things about how we see and how
we are seen.

Michael Cormier
Michael Cormier was born in Cheticamp, Cape Breton,
graduated from high school in Margaree Forks and
attended University at Dalhousie. At Dal he received Hon
BSc, MSc & DDS finishing in1983. Michael has practiced
dentistry since that time. On the artistic side Michael has
created many works of art ranging from sculpture to glass
blowing and fusing.He paints in all media and has been in
many juried shows at home and abroad, from Vans1&Vans2 to The New York State Fair.
Michael has been a governor on the AGNS since Sept. 2007. From the beginning of his
tenure on the AGNS he has been on the Acquisition Committee.

Ray Cronin

David Bezanson, CA is Director of Finance at Emera where he is responsible for the
quarterly reporting and forecasting functions of the multi-billion dollar organization.
Through past roles at KPMG and the Public Service Pensions Board of the Cayman
Islands he has developed broad experience in accounting, financial reporting and
management. He is a graduate of Acadia University, past-president of Art Sales and
Rental Society, and past treasurer of both Junior Achievement of Nova Scotia and
NovaKnowledge. David also volunteers his time coaching his son and daughter in the
fine art of Hockey.

Ray Cronin is Director and CEO of the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia. He was born in New York, NY in 1964, and grew
up in Fredericton, New Brunswick. He is a graduate of the
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (Bachelor of Fine
Arts) and the University of Windsor (Master of Fine Arts).
The author of several catalogue essays, as well as numerous
articles for Canadian and American art magazines, he was
the Visual Arts Columnist for the Daily Gleaner (Fredericton) and Here (Saint John).
In 2000 he received the Christina Sabat Award for Critical Review in the Arts. Prior
to 2001 Ray Cronin was a freelance writer, curator and artist based in Fredericton,
New Brunswick. In 2001 he assumed the position of Curator of Contemporary Art at
the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. He was the founding curator of the Sobey Art Award
and served as chair of the Sobey jury until 2008. He currently serves on the Sobey Art
Award Governance Committee. In 2006 he was appointed Senior Curator at AGNS,
and in December of 2007 he added the position of Acting Director and Chief Curator
to his duties. He was named Director and CEO of AGNS in June of 2008. He is married
to the artist Sarah Maloney, and they have three daughters.

Paul Bradley

Carol Dodds

Paul Bradley is an Associate Partner with PwC LLP and
leads the firm’s Valuations, Forensics & Disputes practice
area for the Atlantic region. Paul has worked for over
25 years in the professional services industry, and is a
specialist in the areas of business valuation, financial
analysis, quantification of business losses and forensic
accounting. Paul has testified on over 25 occasions as
an expert witness in Courts and Arbitration proceedings and has broad experience
in advising both private and public sector clients. In addition, Paul has presented to
various Associations and groups on financial and valuation issues in various contexts
including: Family Law, Insurance and Purchase/Sale of a Business. In addition to
AGNS, Paul has served on the Boards of Chartered Accountants of New Brunswick,
The Alliance for Excellence in Investigative and Forensic Accounting and the Greater
Moncton Planning District Commission.

Carol Dodds came to Canada with her family, almost
three decades ago. She is a graduate of Sheffield University
(U.K.) and Saint Mary’s University, Halifax. She is a full
time Resource teacher in the HRSB helping children with
learning. She has been a volunteer since she was 10 years
old and has worked in many different volunteer roles in the
United Kingdom, Ontario and since arriving in Halifax,
she has done volunteer work for the IWK (Kermesse) and fund raising for the Intensive
Care Unit at the Victoria General. 12 years ago, she established a fundraiser for students
attending Saint Mary’s University. Money raised from the annual Time for Tea (and
up to 2007, Time for Wine) are used to provide bursaries for male or female single
parent students attending the University. She recently spear headed the first fund raiser
for thyroid cancer in Nova Scotia. This is in its third year and attendance, heightened
profile and money raised for research continues to increase.

David Bezanson
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Malcolm Fraser
Malcolm Fraser is the CEO of ISL and for over 16
years has lead one of Canada’s most established web
marketing and development companies. He is an active
member of the business community and was recognized
as one of Atlantic Canada's Top 50 CEOs. A seasoned
entrepreneur, Malcolm takes great pride in mentoring
other entrepreneurs in the community and helping them
to succeed. Malcolm shows great enthusiasm for the community in which helives. He is
passionate about civic engagement and in particular the future of our region. Through
his involvement with the AGNS, Malcolm is able to act on his commitment to the
development of the arts community and forward thinking policy change for our region.
As an action sports enthusiast, Malcolm is deeply involved in and supportive of youth
sports programs in the community and is an avid sailor and snowboarder. He spends
most of his free time chasing his two sons on water and snow.

Joan Keith
Joan Keith has been involved with the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia since 2002. She initially volunteered as a docent, and
represented the docents on the Friends of the Art Gallery
for several years. She became Vice Chair of the Friends in
2008, and is currently Chair. Joan worked within the public
school system for many years, and has extensive experience
in educational leadership. She has been a classroom teacher,
music specialist, and school principal. She was the Executive Director of the Nova Scotia
Educational Leadership Consortium from 1997-2004. She has also been on the Executive
of the Nova Scotia Elder Learners Board (2005 -2009), and is active in her church. Joan
presently serves on the Board of Governors and the Governance and Human Resources
Committee. Joan brings to the Board an interest in art education and a commitment to
promote and support volunteer activities at the AGNS.

Joy Snihur Wyatt Laking
Joy Snihur Wyatt Laking is a professional artist who has
lived and painted in Nova Scotia for the past 40 years.
She is a painter, printmaker, writer and she enjoys all
things creative. She is an elected member of the Society
of Canadian Artists and she received a Progress Club
"Women of Excellence Award" in 2008. She has had
national solo exhibitions including one at the AGNS
two at the RoyalBotanical Gardens in Burlington, Ontario and one at the Owen's
Art Gallery in Sackville, New Brunswick. Joy was chosen to be one of fourteen artists
from across Canada for the 1990 Domtar Agenda. Her work was featured on the front
cover of the 1985 Nova Scotia Telephone Book and she has been published in the
International Artist Magazine and in several books. Joy has been on the Board of Ship's
Company Theatre, The Victims of Family Violence, and the Elizabeth Bishop Society
in addition to the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. Joy recently returned from Bolivia where
she was teaching art in Aucapata, a remote village in the Andes.

Laura Lee Langley
Laura Lee Langley is Deputy Minister of the Nova Scotia
Department of Communities, Culture, and Heritage.
She began her career as a journalist in the early 1980s and
worked in both radio and television as a reporter, anchor,
and producer. She made a career transition to public
relations and strategic communication in the late 1990s,
developing expertise in communication for leaders and
employees, and strategic management—interests she discovered while completing a

Masters in Public Administration at Dalhousie University in 2002. In June 2004, she
was appointed the first Assistant Deputy Minister for Communications Nova Scotia,
a full-service communications agency supporting the province of Nova Scotia. In
2010 she became acting Deputy Minister of Tourism, Culture and Heritage and was
appointed Deputy Minister of Communities, Culture and Heritage in January of 2011.
She has served as a board member for various professional and community organizations
including the Atlantic Journalism Awards, Phoenix House Centre for Youth and
Halifax Dance. Laura Lee is known as a champion for diversity and inclusiveness, and
has been recognized by the Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission as a Champion of
the Workplace for her work in this area.

Wendy Lill
Wendy Lill is a former parliamentarian and playwright.
She has written for radio, magazines, film and television,
and has recently been the creator and lead writer of the
CBC radio drama series, Backbencher. (2009-2011)
She was one of the founders of Eastern Front Theatre in
Dartmouth in 1993. Between 1997-2004, she was the
Member of Parliament for Dartmouth. While in Ottawa,
she was the NDP Critic for Heritage and Culture and Persons with Disabilities. Many of
her views have been informed by her experience working in the arts in Nova Scotia. Lill
sits on several boards dealing with issues of disabilities, culture and the environment.
She lives in Dartmouth with her husband Richard Starr.

Islay McGlynn
Islay McGlynn began her career with Scotiabank in 1989.
She has held progressively more senior positions within
Personal & Commercial Banking, Human Resources
and Global Risk Management both in Halifax, Nova
Scotia and Toronto, Ontario. Islay has a Bachelor of
Commerce from University of Guelph, an MBA from
McGill University, a Master of Information Studies from
University of Toronto, and is a Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers. Since
returning to Atlantic Canada as the Senior Vice President, Retail and Small Business
Banking in 2011, Islay has become a member of the Campaign Cabinet for the Black
Loyalist Heritage Centre, a member of the World Wildlife Fund Atlantic Council, a
Governor for the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, and sits on three foundation boards with
Scotiatrust.

Shirlee Medjuck
Shirlee Medjuck is a life-long resident of Halifax. She
attended McGill University and completed her degree
at Dalhousie University. A dedicated volunteer and
community supporter, Shirlee has served on numerous
boards with local, regional and national organizations
including the Canadian Hadassah-WIZO, Canada’s
leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization,
Dalhousie University and LEAF, Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund. Her long
time involvement with the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia goes back to 1997 when she was
active on the membership committee and a member of the art study group. She joined
the Board of Governors in 2006 and is a lover of the old masters.
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AGNS Board...

AGNewS
Treasure Hunting with Bonhams is Back!

Barry Mosher
Barry Mosher is Senior Investment Advisor at Canaccord
Wealth Management in Halifax, NS. In addition to his
active role with the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, Barry is
a passionate supporter of World Vision Canada, a project
that he shares with his daughter Emily. His long support
of international development through World Vision
includes building and funding houses in Latin America.
A life-long resident of Halifax, Barry’s commitment to the visual arts extends beyond
his volunteerism and support of the AGNS as he is an avid collector of Nova Scotian
modern and realist paintings. A devoted athlete, Barry divides his leisure time between
basketball, sailing and tennis.

Robbie Shaw
Robbie Shaw is the Executive Advisor to the Dean for
Dalhousie University’s Faculty of Management. He is a
Past President and CEO of the IWK Health Foundation
and in that position was recognized as one of the Top 50
CEO’s in Atlantic Canada for three consecutive years. He
is a former Vice President of the Nova Scotia Community
College and had also previously held senior leadership
positions with Nova Scotia Power, KPMG Consulting, National Sea Products and
Dalhousie University.

Jack Kerr-Wilson and the experts from Bonhams, the world renowned
fine art auctioneers and valuers are on the road once again to appraise
your treasures. After a successful first visit to the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia in 2011, the Bonhams appraisal team is returning to the Gallery
on July 21st and 22nd.
The Bonhams appraisal team visiting the AGNS this summer includes:
President, Jack-Kerr-Wilson (British and European paintings and
Decorative Arts); Loraine Turner (Siliver); Perry Tung (Canadian and
European Art) and Kristin Hayashi (Jewellery). The team will also be
evaluating Collectables.
From treasured family heirlooms to junk shop finds we encourage people
to bring items they have always wondered about. We also suggest you
schedule your appointment early as demand is sure to be strong. Last year’s
appointment book was full and several appraisals resulted in significant
finds. You never know that object in the attic might turn out to be worth
thousands! To arrange a booking time please contact Krista Wadman at
902-424-4862 wadmanka@gov.ns.ca

AGNewS...
sculpture and installation, film and video, photography and photo-text
works and digital imagery.
“The work stays with you because of its overwhelming power. Like the
memory of a dream at the instant of waking.”- describes Ray Cronin,
Director and CEO of the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia when speaking about
this illustrated volume. David Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East
features essays by celebrated writer-curators Ray Cronin, Peggy Gale,
Richard Hertz and Irene Tsatos as well as contributions from several of
Askevold’s contemporaries, including Aaron Brewer, Tony Oursler and
Mario Garcia Torres.
This remarkable book accompanies an exhibition that is scheduled to
arrive at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia in the Spring/Summer of 2013
The book is available in French and English, retails for $50 with signed
copies available in the Gallery Shop.

Wylie Spicer
Wylie Spicer QC is Counsel at the Halifax office of
McInnes Cooper where his areas of practice are maritime
law, energy and natural resources. He also teaches maritime
law at Dalhousie University. A former Managing Partner
of the firm he was chosen as one of the Top 50 CEOs in
Atlantic Canada in 2006. Besides serving on the Board of the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia, Wylie also sits on the Boards of the Hearing and Speech Foundation, OTANS
(Onshore/Offshore Technologies Association of Nova Scotia) and Music Nova Scotia.
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Every event is uniquely its own. These historic walls have seen everything
from the anticipation and bustle of exhibit openings to business conferences
and training sessions; the Art gallery is as diverse as the patrons who visit it.
Krista has coordinated events such as Carnivale: AGNS, the Gallery’s
annual premier fundraising event, national sports galas, fundraisers in
support of cancer research and also weddings!
Events can be held in spectacular, versatile rooms within the gallery with
incredible art adorning the walls. The Gallery can also be transformed
to accommodate a variety of events from a grand dinner, an intimate
supper party, a stylish reception or a key annual conference. Together with
catering provided by the culinary team at Untitled Eats, The Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia is a unique setting and a special place to come together for
any size of event.

The Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia
presented its 2011 Built Heritage Awards
on Monday, February 2oth, Heritage Day,
at AGNS. The winner of the institional
category was the Glace Bay Heritage
Musuem, a former town hall, now a
building holding community events.

Volunteer
Art Books Now on Sale

In late February the AGNS celebrated two Canadian Artists with the
official book launch of Jacques Hurtubise by Sarah Fillmore and David
Askevold: Once Upon a Time in the East by David Diviney.
The lavishly illustrated bilingual volume, Jacques Hurtubise is edited by
AGNS’s own Chief Curator, Sarah Fillmore and showcases the major
career highlights and some of the most recent work by abstract painter,
Jacques Hurtubise. Once dubbed the “Enfant terrible of the Quebec Art
Scene,” and a natural heir to the mantle of Montreal modernism, this
stunning coffee table book reflects the energy and power of Hurtubise’s
work. The book features essays by curator Sarah Fillmore and Bernard
Lamarche; writers and critics Jeffrey Spalding and René Viau and art
historian Nathalie Miglioli. Currently residing on Cape Breton Island,
Hurtubise paintings even contained in the pages of this book - will take
your breath away with their size and bright colour combinations! Signed
copies of Jacques Hurtubise are available in the Gallery Shop and make an
inspiring gift for any book collector and art enthusiast! Retail cost is $60.
Nova Scotia artist David Askevold (1940-2008) is recognized as a key
contributor to the development and pedagogy of conceptual art. During
his 40 year career Askevold remained at the vanguard of contemporary
practice. One of the most influential artists of his generation, Editor David
Diviney takes readers on a journey of exploration through Askevold’s
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Thinking outside the box isn’t a new concept for the Art Gallery of
Nova Scotia, however taking those ideas and putting them into a box is!
The AGNS may be the largest art museum in Atlantic Canada, housing
the province's art collections and offering a range of exhibitions and
programming, but there’s more - much more – just ask Krista Wadman,
Development and Events Coordinator. Krista is in charge of all rentals
and events that take place at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. If it's AGNS
related, she’s behind it.

Contact Krista Wadman at (902) 424-4862 wadmanka@gov.ns.ca to
discuss your event requirements.

Gracey Southwell
Gracey Southwell retired after 30 years of dedicated service
in a variety of areas within MTT and BellAliant at a
senior level. Ms. Southwell holds a Bachelor of Commerce
from Saint Mary’s University and has earned the CMA
designation. Ms. Southwell is a member of Clean Nova
Scotia Board; Treasurer of both The SEASTAR Society
and Art Sales and Rental Society. She has served as
Director on several boards, such as, QE2 Foundation, Halifax Chamber of Commerce,
Voluntary Planning, Board of Governors Saint Mary’s University, United Way of
Halifax and Help Line Society. In her retirement, Ms. Southwell enjoys travelling, golf
and reading. She and her husband, Rustum, live in Bedford and have two adult sons.

Entertaining in the Heart of Halifax

The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia is busy recruiting new volunteers. If
you have a passion for art and love sharing knowledge with people then
volunteering at the Gallery could well be for you. You will be in great
surroundings in a high profile gallery, and join a fantastic team of
committed and energetic people from all walks of life. We are currently
looking for individuals interested in becoming volunteer docents or
gallery guides.
What is a docent or gallery guide you ask? While docents and guides differ
in function, both groups interpret art, guide people through the Gallery,
provide information and encourage dialogue. Docents lead school groups
on tours of the Gallery while Gallery guides conduct the daily tour to
visitors from around Nova Scotia and beyond.
With the recent announcement of the Canaccord Free Access School
Program, we are expecting a significant increase in the number of school
visits for the new school year starting in September 2012. In addition
we always need volunteer to support our front desk team, our gallery
shop operation and the many and varied special events the gallery hosts
throughout the year. Whatever your experience and if you can give a
regular weekly commitment of as little as half a day, we’d love to hear from
you. If you are interested in finding out more contact Laura Carmichael at
424-6314 carmiclm@gov.ns.ca

left to right Isabelle Harris, Andrea Batten,
Janet Morris, Elizabeth Burke

The AGNS
BOOK CLUB
JOIN US IN SEPTEMBER!
Contact the Gallery Shop for details.
902 403 7312
agnsgs@gov.ns.ca
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The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia is pleased
to announce that

Celebrating Students
On a rainy late April morning, students from Gorsebrook Jr. High School in Halifax
gathered together to celebrate the announcement of free school visits to the Gallery.
With Art Gallery of Nova Scotia staff, volunteers, media and invited guests including
the Honourable David Wilson, Minister of Communities, Heritage and Culture in
attendance, Ray Cronin, Director and CEO of the Gallery proudly announced the
Canaccord Free Access School Program. This generous donation was made possible by
Canaccord Wealth Management and will enhance the Gallery’s Docent and School
Guide program. The program will provide new training for an increased number of
volunteer docents, and eliminate all entrance fees for students coming to the gallery
on school trips.
“Canaccord Wealth Management believes in the youth of our province and the
importance that the arts play in their education,” said Barry Mosher, Senior Investment
Advisor. “Arts education is a wonderful tool that will enable students to respond to
their complex and ever-changing world in creative and transformational ways. We are
confident that our support of the AGNS will increase access and directly benefit more
young people across Nova Scotia by helping them through their academic life and
beyond,” he added.
“Providing young people with the opportunity to experience art in all its many forms
is key to a well-rounded education,” said Communities, Culture and Heritage Minister
David Wilson.
After the announcement, docents guided the students through an interactive tour of
the AGNS- an out of classroom experience equally enjoyed by students and docents!
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Laura Carmichael carmiclm@gov.ns.ca 902-424-6314

With this donation, every school in Nova Scotia can now visit the gallery and introduce
their students to the wonderful ideas and concepts of visual art.
Response from the public was immediate:

K

Generously Donated By

"Thank you Canaccord and AGNS. I’m thrilled that my children will have an opportunity
to broaden their scope of education," said one AGNS Twitter follower.
"Fantastic - let's spread the word to schools as much as possible," said a Facebook fan.
The AGNS encourages every parent and grandparent to tell the schools in their
family’s lives about this wonderful opportunity. To make a school booking or if you
are interested in becoming a volunteer docent please contact Laura Carmichael, at
902-424 6314 carmiclm@gov.ns.ca.

Canaccord Wealth Management is a division of
Canaccord Genuity Corp., Member CIPF

Representatives from Canaccord Wealth Management together with the Honourable David
Wilson, Minister of Communities, Culture and Heritage, AGNS Director & CEO Ray Cronin,
Education Curator Dale Sheppard and Volunteer Docent Judy Ballah.

Chantel Van De Vrie
Intern, Art Gallery of Nova Scotia

The Honourable David Wilson, Minister of Communities,
Culture and Heritage brings greetings from the Province.

The Gorsebrook Junior High Tour stops by Gerald Ferguson's
One Million Pennies.

june 8,

2012

www.artgalleryofnovascotia.ca
Tickets on sale now

